At present in the digitalization era, online transactions continue to grow as well as digital signatures are becoming known to the public. Renewal of research and improvements continues to be made to improve the implementation of digital signatures in Indonesia. There needs to be research to find out the differences between the providers of electronic certificates that are developing in Indonesia. Digital signatures are expected to be able to simplify the administrative process and be implemented properly at Perum LKBN Antara. The application of digital signatures is protected by Ministerial Regulation No. 11 of 2018 and Government Regulation No. 82 of 2012 concerning the implementation of systems and electronic transactions (PSTE). In this study using the SWOT analysis (Standard, Weakness, Opportunities, Threat) as a problemsolving method. There are 4 criteria assessed, namely the ease, security, work system and speed of the system category. In-depth discussion using the privyID application system. The application of using privyID is classified as good at Perum LKBN Antara.
INTRODUCTION
Business and electronic transactions have become a rapidly growing trend in information technology. The communication and data information media are increasingly aggressive in dominating the life sector but on the other hand there is a threat in the form of threats to attack communication data that cannot be ruled out, for example by breaking passwords so that data can be accessed by irresponsible parties. Security in using and accessing data is a convenience for users that emphasizes the importance of electronic information security.
The Indonesian government has provided a public legal umbrella for electronic transactions as stated in Law No. 11 of 2008 concerning information and electronic transactions in addition to that also issued Government Regulation No. 82 Year concerning the Implementation of Electronic Transaction Systems (PP PSTE).
Many types of electronic transactions that have developed in the world of information technology include digital signatures. Sometimes the number of documents that must be signed by leaders who are not in place causes the process of signatures to take quite a long time, resulting in making operations often disrupted. Digital signatures are not easily imitated by others, and can be automatically timed [1] .
Digital signatures provide data origin, authentication and data integrity [2] have a basis for public key cryptographic algorithms that have different encryption and description codes. The key use of asymmetric cryptography has strength depending on the length of the key and the algorithmic approach used. The longer the key used, the safer the data is sent and the more complicated the algorithm is used, the more data encryption results will be safe [3] .
The research objective is to find out the comparison of digital signature of SiVION, iotentic, OSD and privyID products in Indonesia and to know the implementation of digital signatures at LKBN Antara.
RELATED WORK

Related Research
In this study, there are various literatures that form the theoretical basis of the authors in conducting research, the literature consists of various scientific books and papers in accordance with research. The initial literature study was conducted by gathering information, both literature in the form of papers, journals, books and the results of previous studies regarding information system security. Related research will be explained based on the following points: In digital certificates there is public key info and info on the public key owner. The info is entered into Signature information on the signed electronic document. Through the signature info, the recipient can confirm the identity of the giver of the electronic signature. Each electronic certificate is generated by the Electronic Certification Center (BSE) under the State Code Institute (Lemsaneg). BSE is an entity that has the authority to carry out electronic certificate management such as publishing, revocation and renewal [2] . 
Digital Signature
Explanation of digital signatures is examined including using qr code and using the encryption method, for example research conducted by Suratma, "digital signatures use the qr code with the advanced encryption standard digital signature method using the advanced encryption standard method Azis [1] describe digital signatures with the AES encryption method. Zhang [2] describes digital signatures using the Algorithm ESS encryption method. Nurhaida [3] describe digital signatures with the application of e-mail using Open PGP encryption.
2.4.Information Security
Information security as safeguarding information from all possible threats in an effort to ensure or guarantee business continuity, minimize business risk (reduce business risk) and maximize or accelerate investment returns and business opportunities.
Information Security consists of protection against the following aspects: a. Confidentiality aspects that ensure the confidentiality of data or information, ensure that information can only be accessed by authorized persons and ensure the confidentiality of data sent, received and stored. b. Integrity (integrity) aspects that guarantee that data will not be changed without permission from the authorized party, maintain the accuracy and integrity of information and process methods to ensure this integrity aspect. c. Availability (availability) aspects that ensure that data will be available when needed, ensuring that eligible users can use information and related devices (related assets when needed) [16] . The SMKI is implemented as a management plan to protect information assets from all security problems and implement security controls that have been adjusted to the needs of the organization [17] .
HASH Function
The hash function basically functions in one direction. This means that the original message will be converted into a digest message. But, the message generated by the digest cannot be reversed into the original message. Senders and recipients have a way for data integrity to be investigated [12] .
Regulation in Indonesia
Policy or regulation is an anticipatory step, the Indonesian government against the threat of information security. Regulations that have been issued by the Indonesian government regarding information security include: 
SWOT Analysis
SWOT analysis is one technique to analyze strategies that focus on analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats.
There are 4 main indicators used in each aspect of the SWOT analysis which include systems, infrastructure, applications, and HR [9] .
The IT division is in a growth strategy, meaning that it can carry out an activity to increase the type of service to users, improve facilities and information technology through internal and external development through acquisitions or joint ventures with other institutions both in the same industry and industries that support the smooth delivery of services IT Division [10] .
METODOLOGY
Method of Collecting Data
Data collection is done to get the desired information for the achievement of research objectives. The following is how to collect data carried out by the author to find out the process and stages of the digital signature document system in the form of an electronic certificate:
A. Interview B. Library C. Questionnaire
Analysis Method
This study uses the method of SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. SWOT analysis serves to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the electronic certificate system using a questionnaire on the internal conditions of LKBN Antara, in addition to analyzing the opportunities and threats faced by LKBN Antara do a questionnaire on external conditions Perum LKBN Antara. Following the method used [8] .
IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS
Digital signatures in Indonesia
SiVION
The Online Verification System (SiVION) is a program owned by the Ministry of Communication and Information through the Directorate General of Information Applications in order to use signatures that provide digital certificates to applicants which is validation for him to use digital signatures in conducting transactions in electronic systems.
To realize SiVION, the Ministry of Communication and Information has made policies and regulations, prepared a National Root CA (Certification Authority) by legalizing Government CAs and Private CAs, and also provides education for the community because there are additional business processes in online transactions. In the infographic scheme it can be described in Figure 2 . 
4.1.1.1.Work and Technical Systems
To realize SiVION, the Ministry of Communication and Information has made policies and regulations, prepared a National Root CA (Certification Authority) by legalizing Government CAs and Private CAs, and also provides education for the community because there are additional business processes in online transactions. ISSN 2085-4811, eISSN: 2579-6089
4.1.1.2.Application of application in life
SiVION provides digital certificates for individuals, organizations and servers belonging to the community and government. Validation of digital certificates will be done immediately (real time) on each Electronic Certification Operator (PsrE) with a certificate issuer (Root Certification Authority / Root CA).
Strengths
By using a digital certificate capable of proving the authenticity of the owner of a message or digital document, the security of digital certificates can be proven if there is a change in the data in the document, it will bring up invalid data information.
Weakness
Digital identity and digital legal system. Digital identity is an identity issued by a third party, validating the identity of the applicant using existing verification (bank, post, etc.), the use of digital identities is different according to the level of equal identity validation, the use of digital identity adjusts to the level of accuracy of online service identity.
Iotentik
iOTENTIC is used for public services and non-public services in government agencies that require security with digital certificates. Digital certificates guarantee security in the form of authentication, data integrity and no denying the use of digital certificates. ISSN 2085-4811, eISSN: 2579-6089 
Figure 3. iOTENTIK Goverment Certification Authority
4.1.2.1.Work and Technical Systems
As an organizer of electronic certificates, iOTENTIK has a role as: CA (Certification Authority) which functions to issue electronic certificates; VA (Validation Authority) which functions to validate electronic certificates; and RA (Registration Authority) which functions as the registration for issuing electronic certificates.
4.1.2.2.Application of application in life
iOTENTIK uses EJBCA's CA and VA system directly while for RA systems, iOTENTIC uses RA Box to facilitate configuration. RA Box is a RA package which is a modification of EJBCA's RA which consists of RA application, operating system, security system, and storage media in the form of USB Tokens. RA application on RA Box was built using JAVA programming and MySQL database.
Strengths
CA operations are resistant to various attacks so that electronic certification services continue to run well. Some activities that can be done to safeguard the security of the CA include limiting access to CAs, maintaining the security of the CA private key from unauthorized parties, conducting digital signatures on all certificate requests, and ensuring that the CAs used have been verified by outside entities.
Weakness
IKP technology is still little applied to support e-government services so that it has not become a special concern. 4.1.3. OSD Lemsaneg State Institution Digital Certificate Authority (OSD) is a CA (Certification Authority) whose function is to issue, distribute and manage digital certificates with government institutions. 
4.1.3.1.Work and Technical Systems
Lemsaneg OSD is managed by a government institution called the Electronic Certification Hall (BSrE). BSrE aims to manage and issue electronic certificates used in electronic systems to meet aspects of electronic information security in government agencies. BSrE publishes and ensures electronic certificates in accordance with the provisions stipulated in CP. Certificate Policy, hereinafter abbreviated as CP, is a provision and policy that regulates all parties related to the use of electronic certificates issued by BsrE.
4.1.3.2.Application of application in life
OSD PSE has a cryptoperiod key pair of 5 years. According to the OSD PSE key cryptoperiod, BSrE as OSD PSE government agent must extend the OSD PSE cryptoperiod key pair. The key ceremony was held in 2016 to produce OSD PSE G2, OSD LU K1, OSD LU K2, OSD LU K key pair K3, and OSD LU K4 with 10 years cryptoperiod [8] .
Strengths
Facilitate managing and issuing Electronic Certificates used in electronic systems to meet aspects of electronic information security in government agencies.
Weakness
a. Only can be applied to all PNS members in Indonesia. b. Only works on Windows and Linux but does not support Android and some Apple products.
PrivyID
PrivyID can increase the effectiveness of the business of companies in the country, because they present a solution that allows two parties to provide official documents without having to be in the same place or send them by courier. Table 3 . privyID security categories Table 4 . Categories of privyID work systems Table 5 . PrivyID ease category Table 6 . PrivyID speed
Results of the SWOT Analysis
PrivyID questionnaire table
Results of Questionnaire Calculations
The questionnaire was distributed in 4 parts of the Division consisting of: Human Resources (HR) Division, Information Technology, Corporate Secretariat and Editorial Secretariat. Of the total 55 collected 47 questionnaires were filled. a.
Results of assessment of application ease of use category. d.
Results of assessment of application speed categories
In the questionnaire table, it can be seen from the four categories assessed as showing an average yield of 4, so it can be concluded that the application of digital signatures using PrivyID applications at the LKBN Antara Corporation is well implemented.
CONCLUSIONS
In the use of digital signatures that use electronic certificates the most suitable to be implemented at the LKBN Antara Corporation is .privyID due to: a. PrivyID has the authority to accept registration, verify, and issue electronic certificates and electronic signatures for Indonesian citizens. So that the application can be done well. b. The LKBN Antara company is classified as a private consumer which can be managed related to digital signatures by private institutions, namely privyID. c. Implementation is easier because it is done using an application.
